



Factor a®ecting Employment Creation
in Knowledge Intensive Business Services
(KIBS) in Japan { An Empirical Study
??????? ?
This paper analyses the determinants of growth of KIBS in Japan.
Four main determinants of KIBS growth are identi¯ed: i) increase in
population growth: ii) increases in the percentage of highly educated
people: iii) relative employment ratio in KIBS in a speci¯c region: iv)
growth of processing/assembling industries. About a regional perspective,
the concentration to Tokyo were seen during the latter half of the
1990s, but concentration to Tokyo and dispersion to rural prefectures
have been simultaneously seen in recent years.
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6) ?????????????????????????????????2001 ? 0.273 ? 2006
? 0.228?????????????
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10) Antonietti and Cainelli?2007???????????????? KIBS ????????
???????????KIBS ????????????????????????????
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12) ?????? F ??????????
13) ? 2 ??????? KIBS ?????????????????????????? 2 ??
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14) 2001-2006 ?????????????????2 ????????????????????
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